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ABSTRACT
Objectives To analyse preferences around promotion of
COVID-19 vaccination among workers in the healthcare
and welfare sector in Fance at the start of the vaccination
campaign.
Design Single-profile discrete-choice experiment.
Respondents in three random blocks chose between
accepting or rejecting eight hypothetical COVID-19
vaccination scenarios.
Setting 4346 healthcare and welfare sector workers in
France, recruited through nation-wide snowball sampling,
December 2020 to January 2021.
Outcome The primary outcomes were the effects of
attributes’ levels on hypothetical acceptance, expressed as
ORs relative to the reference level. The secondary outcome
was vaccine eagerness as certainty of decision, ranging
from −10 to +10.
Results Among all participants, 61.1% made uniform
decisions, including 17.2% always refusing vaccination
across all scenarios (serial non-demanders). Among 1691
respondents making variable decisions, a strong negative
impact on acceptance was observed with 50% vaccine
efficacy (compared with 90% efficacy: OR 0.05, 95% CI
0.04 to 0.06) and the mention of a positive benefit–risk
balance (compared with absence of severe and frequent
side effects: OR 0.40, 0.34 to 0.46). The highest positive
impact was the prospect of safely meeting older people
and contributing to epidemic control (compared with no
indirect protection: OR 4.10, 3.49 to 4.82 and 2.87, 2.34
to 3.50, respectively). Predicted acceptance was 93.8%
for optimised communication on messenger RNA vaccines
and 16.0% for vector-based vaccines recommended
to ≥55-year-old persons. Vaccine eagerness among serial
non-demanders slightly but significantly increased with
the prospect of safely meeting older people and epidemic
control and reduced with lower vaccine efficacy.
Discussion Vaccine promotion towards healthcare and
welfare sector workers who hesitate or refuse vaccination
should avoid the notion of benefit–risk balance, while
collective benefit communication with personal utility
can lever acceptance. Vaccines with limited efficacy will
unlikely achieve high uptake.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► This single-profile discrete-choice experiment (DCE)

conducted a realistic evaluation of COVID-19 vaccine preferences among a large sample of healthcare and welfare sector workers in France, covering
a large range of professional profiles.
►► The DCE focused on communication content that
could optimise vaccine promotion to vaccine-
hesitant healthcare and welfare workers.
►► Based on choice certainty, the approach of vaccine
eagerness aimed at gaining insight into preferences
among healthcare and welfare workers constantly
refusing vaccination.
►► DCEs evaluate hypothetical, not actual, vaccine acceptance and preferences may evolve over time.

INTRODUCTION
In the current COVID-19 epidemic, healthcare workers (HCWs) are at increased risk of
infection and disease as well as transmitting
the virus to patients, colleagues and their
personal environment. Most countries have
prioritised HCWs COVID-
19 vaccination.
Among HCWs in France, the seasonal influenza vaccine coverage has been as low as 35%
for more than a decade,1 2 due to complacency
and lack of confidence for some and lack of
convenience for others.3 At the beginning of
the COVID-19 vaccination campaign among
HCWs, there was concern that this vaccine
hesitancy may also apply to COVID-
19. In
July 2021, the COVID-
19 vaccine coverage
for at least one dose among HCW in France
was estimated at 60.5% and 80.5% in nursing
homes and private practice, respectively.4
At the same time, a strong gradient from
medical professions (76%) to nurses (62%)
and nurse assistants (55%) was described in
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hospitals,5 similar to the gradient in vaccine intention
observed 1 year earlier.6 A COVID-19 vaccine mandate
for healthcare and welfare sector workers (HWSW) in
France entered into force in September 2021. To prepare
for theoretical future revaccination and learn for future
epidemic vaccination campaigns, it is important to understand which characteristics of the vaccine and vaccination
context can make hesitant HWSWs decide in favour of
COVID-19 vaccination and to optimise communication
messages accordingly.
There is a substantial body of evidence on factors
impacting HCWs’ acceptance of COVID-19 vaccination
and vaccine hesitancy.7 Vaccine hesitancy is described
as a continuum between complete acceptance and
refusal.8 Discrete-choice experiments (DCEs) have been
increasingly used to study preferences around COVID-19
vaccines and predict uptake,9–14 focusing on fixed vaccine
characteristics such as efficacy, duration of protection
and risk of side effects. However, few studies have assessed
the effect of contextual,10 12 15 16 interindividual13 15 16 and
communication factors on the willingness to receive
COVID-19 vaccine. To our knowledge, only one unpublished report13 has focused on HCWs, suggesting that
vaccine intention was positively associated with acceptance among (the) social contacts, in addition to vaccine
effectiveness and safety, risk of disease and out-of-pocket
payment.
In the present DCE study, we aimed at quantifying
preferences around COVID-
19 vaccination among
HWSWs in France, to understand incomplete vaccine
uptake and identify targeted communication strategies, in particular, among hesitating persons and on
issues that will continue to be subjected to scientific
uncertainty for upcoming vaccines, such as vaccine
capacity to block transmission, duration of vaccine
protection and vaccine safety.
METHODS
Study design and participant inclusion
We conducted a cross-
sectional study among HWSWs
in France, including a single-profile DCE. Between 18
December 2020 through 1 February 2021, the Research
Group for the Prevention of Occupational Infections
in Healthcare Workers (GERES) published an online
questionnaire on the Sphinx online survey platform,
which was disseminated throughout France by different
HCW networks. Through the ‘snowball sampling’ effect,
the questionnaire reached a total of 9580 participants
working in hospitals, nursing homes and other welfare
institutions and private practice. This comprised diverse
healthcare-related and welfare-related careers, including
physicians, nurses, nurse assistants, other paramedical
professionals and also social workers, administrative and
logistic staff. Since participants forwarded the questionnaire across their own networks, response rate could not
be estimated. No exact data exist on the total number of
workers in the healthcare and welfare sectors in France.
2

Official estimates report 661 000 nurses, 390 000 nurse
assistants, around 175 000 other paramedical professionals
and about 362 000 biomedical professionals (data source:
https://www.ars.sante.fr/media/23043/download). We
aimed at a minimal size of 200 per strata of professional
group, according to the guidelines for conjoint analyses.17
Because DCEs are exploratory by nature and estimate
multiple parameters (the various attribute levels), we
did not calculate a maximal sample size, but maximised
the number of responses, to be able to stratify analyses
with additional participant characteristics. At study start,
vaccine efficacy data had been published or announced by
AstraZeneca, Pfizer and Moderna. In France, vaccination
in nursing homes (Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine) had started
late December 2020, while vaccination for ≥50-year-old
HCWs started on 4 January 2021. The vaccine campaign
targeting persons ≥75-
year-
old persons was launched
starting 15 January 2021 (using Pfizer/BioNTech and
Moderna vaccines). During the entire study period, no
travel or work restrictions were imposed, but a curfew was
in place 20:00–06:00, which was extended to 18:00–06:00
starting 15 January 2021, as well.
Questionnaire
The first part of the survey collected sociodemographic, professional and health-
related characteristics of participants, including previous vaccination
against seasonal influenza and intention to accept
COVID-19 vaccine. Participants were then pseudorandomly directed (based on a choice between square and
circle) to one of the two questionnaires of the second
part: either a standardised questionnaire on knowledge and attitudes, regarding COVID-19 vaccination,
or the DCE presented in this report. Anticipated and
effective survey completion took approximately 10
min. To ensure complete survey responses in order to
fully analyse preferences, all choice tasks of the DCE
were mandatory.
Design of the single profile DCE
We designed the DCE tool with five attributes (efficacy, indirect protection, safety, protection duration,
recommendation/incentive source) and according to
levels (table 1), based on a literature review on vaccine
intention and vaccine-
related preferences among
HCWs,18 COVID-19 vaccine intention available for the
general population19 and a study on COVID-19 vaccine
acceptance conducted during summer 2020 among
HCWs in France.3 The tool was designed as a single-
profile DCE, which implies that participants did not
choose between two scenarios as in classical DCE,20
but made binary decisions for or against accepting
immediate vaccination presented through a series of
imaginary scenarios (choice tasks) with varying attribute levels. This approach has been used for previous
DCE studies on vaccination decisions (ConjointVac
studies),18 21 because it is more appropriate to study
the effect of inter-individual or contextual factors on
Díaz Luévano C, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e055148. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-055148
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Table 1 Attributes and levels with hypotheses on the expected effects (OR relative to the reference level)
Attributes

Levels

Assumptions to be tested

Vaccine efficacy

1—The vaccine has 90% efficacy.
2—The vaccine has 50% efficacy.

Reference
H1: OR <1

3—The vaccine allows prevention of 90% of COVID-19 cases,
including severe forms.

H2: OR >1

1—It is unknown if the vaccine prevents virus transmission to
those around you in case of infection.

Reference

2—If you are infected, the vaccine will stop you from becoming
sick from the disease, but it will not stop you from spreading the
virus to those around you.

H3: OR <1

3—With the vaccination, you will contribute to the control of the
COVID-19 epidemic.

H4: OR >1

4—The vaccination will allow you to meet without risk older
people of your family and patient roster.

H5: OR >1

1—The clinical trials show an absence of severe and frequent
side effects.

Reference

2—The scientific data suggest that even if you are young,
the benefit that the vaccine provides is much larger than the
hypothetical risk that we cannot yet rule out.

H6: OR >1

3—The vaccine safety is strictly monitored in a joint effort of
European countries.

H7: OR >1

1—Annual vaccine will be necessary.

Reference

2—The duration and efficacity of the vaccine protection are yet
unknown.

H8: OR <1

3—The vaccination will probably be effective for a duration of 3
years.

H9: OR >1

1—The ministry of health asks healthcare workers to get
vaccinated.

Reference

Indirect protection

Vaccine safety

Protection duration

Recommendation/incentive

2—The vaccination recommendation is issued by a group of
H10: OR >1
health professionals and scientists without any conflict of interest
in relation to the vaccine producers.
3%–80% of healthcare workers in other European countries have H11: OR >1
been vaccinated.
H, hypothesis.

choice. Immediately after the choice question, respondents were asked to self-report their level of certitude
on a 0–10 scale (figure 1).
The full-factorial design encompassing all five attributes with their corresponding variables resulted in
324 different combinations, from which we selected
24 scenarios for an efficient design (based on a priori
assumptions regarding the direction of the effects,
table 1) using NGENE software (Choice metrics). The
set of 24 scenarios were blocked into three versions of
eight scenarios to which participants were pseudorandomly directed (according to the choice of a geometrical figure). We included an interaction term between
two attribute levels based on the hypothesis that in
the scenario referring to the control of the epidemic,
duration of protection beyond 1 year would have lower
effect on acceptance. The tool was pilot tested in think-
aloud sessions with HCWs.
Díaz Luévano C, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e055148. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-055148

Attribute description and assumptions
Vaccine efficacy (3 levels)
We hypothesised that, compared with the information on
90% vaccine efficacy, 50% would have a lower hypothetical acceptance, while adding the specification ‘including
against serious forms of COVID-19’ would yield a higher
acceptance. We used the second level as the reference
(90% efficacy), since it allowed us to evaluate the effect
that a diminution of efficacy (50% efficacy) would have
on the hypothetical vaccine acceptance.
Vaccine safety (3 levels)
It described different types of information regarding
the safety of the proposed vaccine. We hypothesised that
information on strict safety monitoring in a joint effort of
European countries would have a positive effect on hypothetical COVID-
19 vaccine acceptance compared with
risk negation (‘no severe and frequent adverse events in
3
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Figure 1

Example choice task.

clinical trials’), while reference to a benefit-risk balance—
despite being a positive message—would reduce it.
Indirect protection (4 levels)
It described different information regarding vaccine
impact beyond individual protection. We hypothesised
that compared with ‘not known yet whether protects
against infection,’ stating that there was no such indirect
protection would decrease acceptance, while reference to
control of the epidemic and the possibility to meet elderly
friends and family would increase acceptance.
Protection duration (3 levels)
We hypothesised that, compared with annual vaccination,
not knowing the duration of protection would be dissuasive and a duration of 3 years would be motivating.
Recommendation/incentive (3 levels)
We hypothesised that, compared with a request from the
Ministry of Health that HCWs get vaccinated, a recommendation formulated by professionals and researchers
without conflict of interest with vaccine manufacturers
would be motivating, as would an information—referring
to social conformism—that 80% of HCWs in other European countries have been vaccinated.
Data analysis
We used bivariate and multivariate models to assess the
association between participant characteristics and the
frequency of hypothetical vaccine acceptance across
4

scenarios. Variables were included in the final model if
they significantly interacted with one or more attributes
at the p<0.05 level. We estimated preference weights for
each attribute levels using random intercept logit models.
Due to the experimental nature of the data, random
effects were not significantly different from fixed effects
estimates (Hausman test: p>0.194).
Using interaction terms, we explored interactions
between attributes and participant characteristics as well
as between attributes. We report separate preference
weight estimates where significant interactions were
found.
Uniform respondents were participants who accepted
(serial demanders) or refused (serial non-demanders) all
eight scenarios. These participants did not contribute to
the likelihood of the choice model, but information on
decision certainty could be used to retrieve information
on their preferences towards vaccination attributes. We
created a variable ‘vaccine eagerness’ based on certainty
information, where certainty from refused scenarios
was transformed into negative values. Thus, individuals
refusing vaccination with a certainty of 10 would have a
score of −10 on the vaccine eagerness scale, and those
accepting vaccination with a certainty of 10 would have
a score of +10. A negative variation in certainty (eg,
decreasing from 10 to 7) among vaccine non-demanders
was interpreted as an increase in vaccine eagerness. We
used a panel linear regression model to analyse each
attribute’s impact on vaccine eagerness. Additionally,
Díaz Luévano C, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e055148. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-055148
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we created a variable for phase of study participation.
According to the rollout of the vaccination campaign
described above, we defined the three phases of study
participation: from 18 December 2020 to 4 January 2021,
5 January to 14 January 2021 and, finally, from 15 January
to 1 February 2021.

2018–2019 of 72.2%, 35.9%, 20.9%, respectively. Participants worked in hospital settings (61.2%), nursing homes
or other long-
term care institutions (16.2%), ambulatory/seeing patients outside any care institution setting
(15.4%) or mixed exercise (6.0%). All French regions
were comprised, including the overseas departments.

Predicted acceptance
For non-
uniform respondents, we calculated the
predicted acceptance of specific scenarios of practical
relevance: (1) optimised communication on messenger
RNA (mRNA) vaccines (2) vector-based vaccines recommended to ≥55-
year-
old persons as currently in place
in France and (3) anticipated communication about
future vaccines that will have recent licensure and uncertainty around the safety profile and indirect protection. Predicted acceptance was estimated based on the
simulation of the utility (assuming linear-in-parameters
underlying utility functions) of the respective combination of attribute levels (for scenario j) using the standard
formulae for predictions in logit models:

Preferences
Across scenarios, hypothetical vaccination was on average
accepted by 60.1% of participants, ranging from 44.6%
in the least favourable to 82.8% in the most favourable
scenario (online supplemental table 1) and from 55.8% to
71.9% and 70.7% across the three phases of study participation. Uniform respondents comprised 61.1% of participants (n=2655), with 43.9% (n=1908) always accepting
vaccination and 17.2% (n=747) always refusing. When
removing participants with uniform respondents, vaccination was hypothetically accepted by 55.3% of participants across all scenarios.
Attribute impacts among participants with non-
uniform decisions were all statistically significant, except
for recommendation/incentive ‘experts without conflict
of interest (CoI)’ (table 3). The strongest negative impact
was observed with vaccine efficacy ‘50%’ (OR 0.05, 95% CI
0.04 to 0.60), followed by protection duration ‘unknown
duration’ (OR 0.49, 0.42 to 0.57) and indirect protection ‘individual protection only’ (OR 0.47, 0.39 to 0.56).
The strongest positive impacts were observed for the
individual protection attribute: ‘meet older people’ (OR
4.10, 3.48 to 4.82) and ‘control of epidemic’ (OR 2.87,
2.35 to 3.50). Less pronounced but significant impact on
vaccine acceptance relative to reference attribute levels
was observed for vaccine efficacy ‘90% including against
severe disease’ (OR 1.70), ‘80% coverage among HCW
in other European countries’ (OR 1.32) and protection
duration ‘probably 3 years’ (OR 1.19).
Based on marginal effects among the full sample respectively, among non-uniform respondents, vaccine efficacy
‘50%’ reduced vaccine acceptance by 21 percentage points
(respectively, −38 pp), while indirect protection ‘meet
older people’ increased it by 7 percentage points (respectively,+23 pp) and ‘control of epidemic’ by 6 percentage
points (respectively,+17 pp). Moreover, compared
with negating any severe and frequent adverse event,
mentioning a positive benefit-risk ratio and ‘strictly monitored across the EU (European countries)’ both abated
vaccine acceptance by 5 percentage points (respectively,
−15 pp) (figure 2A,B and online supplemental table 2).

	

predicted accept = 1/[1 + e−utility j ]

Data analysis was performed using Stata/IC V.16.0.
Patient and public involvement
No patients nor public representatives were involved in
the development or conduct of this research.The GERES,
as an association focusing on occupational medicine for
HCW, represented a main stakeholder and was involved
in all steps of the research, including dissemination of
results.

RESULTS
Participant characteristics
Among the 4346 participants assigned to the DCE
(45.4%), all completed the questionnaire. Sixty-two per
cent of the survey participants were younger than 50 years
and 76.0% were woman. Nurses represented 21.9%, nurse
assistants and other short-
trained HCWs with patient
contact 11.2% and biomedical professions (including
physicians, midwives, pharmacists and biologists) 27.0%
of the sample (table 2). Administrative/technical careers
accounted for 24.6%. Among physicians in our sample,
62% were woman and median age group was 35–49 years
compared with 59% and 49.3 years mean age according
to official estimates (data source: French Ministry of
Health). Among nurses, 84% were woman and median
age group was 35–49 years (compared with 88% and 40.2
years mean age).
Those who believed having a risk factor for severe
COVID-
19 accounted for 18.9% and 12.5% reported
having been infected with the virus. The percentages
indicating influenza vaccination during the 2019–2020
influenza season were 76.1%, 51.2% and 30.4%, respectively, among biomedical professions, nurses and nurse
assistants, compared with the national estimates during
Díaz Luévano C, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e055148. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-055148

Interactions
Significant interactions with individual characteristics were observed for all attributes (table 4 and online
supplemental table 3), in particular, for the attribute
vaccine efficacy and characteristics age and professional
category. For example, the positive impact of the indirect protection attribute levels ‘control of epidemic’
was weaker among the 35-year to 49-year-old (OR 2.53)
and ≥50-year-old age groups (OR 2.43) than the 18-year
5

6

Previously
infected by
SARS-CoV-2
3803
543

12.5

87.5

20.2

825

Yes

79.8

3264

No

Believes having a No
risk factor
Yes

16.2

706

24.6

83.8

1068

Administrative/
technical

27.0

15.5

11.2

21.9

37.8

40.6

21.6

24.0

100
76.0

Column %

3640

1170

672

Biomedical

Other paramedical

951
485

Nurse

Nurse assistant

1641

50+

Works in nursing No
home
Yes

Profession

941
1764

18–34

1044

Men

35–49

4346
3302

Women

Total
Gender

Age (years)

N

63.7

71.8

72.1

71.1

59.4

73.0

69.7

88.9

69.6

42.3

65.1

78.0

69.4

60.7

80.8

NA
67.6

%

Hypothetical
acceptance

Participant characteristics and their association with being serial demander

 

Table 2

206 (38.0)

1702 (44.8)

370 (44.5)

1449 (44.4)

226 (32.0)

1682 (46.2)

420 (39.3)

784 (67.0)

280 (41.7)

97 (20.0)

327 (34.4)

868 (52.9)

744 (42.2)

296 (31.5)

587 (56.2)

43.9
1321 (40.0)

N (row %)

Serial
demander*
(n=1908)

109 (20.1)

638 (16.8)

129 (16.8)

556 (17)

169 (23.9)

578 (15.9)

173 (16.2)

67 (5.7)

129 (19.2)

191 (39.4)

187 (19.7)

205 (12.5)

306 (17.4)

236 (25.1)

124 (11.9)

17.2
623 (18.9)

N (row %)

Serial non-
demander*
(n=747)

0.44
(0.30 to 0.66)

Ref

(0.85 to 1.65)

1.2

Continued

0.72
(0.52 to 1.00)

Ref

…

Ref

(0.45 to 0.82)
Ref

0.61**
(0.14 to 0.29)

Ref
0.20***

Ref

(0.86 to 1.60)

(1.27 to 2.60)

(5.25 to 10.21)
1.18

(22.50 to 45.50)
1.82***

7.32***

(1.83 to 3.70)
32.00 ***

2.60***
(1.25 to 2.81)

(0.28 to 0.63)

(0.07 to 0.18)
1.87**

0.42 ***

0.12***

Ref

(2.79 to 5.05)
Ref

3.75 ***
(7.98 to 16.05)

(1.64 to 2.90)

(2.50 to 5.00)
11.32***

2.18***

3.54***

Ref

(1.93 to 3.32)

Ref

2.53***

(4.28 to 7.69)

NA
Ref

OR (95% CI)

5.74***

NA
Ref

OR (95% CI)

Bivariate model

Multivariate
parsimonious
model†
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1388

High

1283
2621

Medium

High

442

1771

Medium

Low

1187

Low

2560

Yes

60.3

29.5

10.2

31.9

40.8

27.3

58.9

41.1

51.9

48.1

Column %

77.3

67.1

42.7

88.8

73.4

45.8

98.2

31.5

85.4

55.0

%

Hypothetical
acceptance

1284 (49.0)

516 (40.2)

108 (24.4)

879 (63.3)

767 (43.3)

262 (22.1)

1800 (70.3)

108 (6.1)

1338 (59.3)

570 (27.3)

N (row %)

Serial
demander*
(n=1908)

318 (12.1)

239 (18.6)

190 (43)

63 (4.6)

230 (13)

454 (38.3)

3 (0.1)

744 (41.7)

139 (6.2)

608 (29.1)

N (row %)

Serial non-
demander*
(n=747)

(6.74 to 10.75)

(20.88 to 38.72)

5.83***
(3.98 to 8.55)

(2.70 to 6.00)
50.9***
(32.90 to 78.90)

4.03***

16.90***
(10.60 to 27.00)

Ref

(116.00 to 222.40)
Ref

28.40***

(5.44 to 9.39)
161.42***

7.15***
(14.50 to 26.40)

Ref

…

19.60***

Ref

(222.94 to 345.36)

277.5

…

(32.10 to 52.70)
Ref

8.51***

Ref

OR (95% CI)

Multivariate
parsimonious
model†

41.2***

Ref

OR (95% CI)

Bivariate model

ConjointVac survey among 4346 healthcare and welfare sector workers in France, 18 December 2020 to 1 February 2021.
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p≤0.001.
Lecture note: 18.9% of women and 11.9% of men refused the hypothetical vaccine in all scenarios (serial non-demanders).
*Uniform responders are defined as those either refusing (serial non-demanders) or accepting (serial demanders) vaccination on all eight scenarios.
†Multivariate parsimonious model does not include COVID-19 vaccination intention due to collinearity with outcome variable.
‡Confidence in authorities to manage sanitary and economic crisis due to COVID-19, assessed as 0–10; low (0–3), medium (4–6), high (7–10).
§General worry about COVID-19 epidemic; assessed as 0–10, low (0–3), medium (4–6), high (7–10).

Worry§

Confidence
in crisis
management‡

1786

No

2091
2255

No

Yes

Influenza
vaccination
2019–2020

Would accept
COVID-19
vaccine

N

Continued

 

Table 2
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7

8
1.70***

 50%

 90%, severe cases

0.47***
2.87***
4.10***

 Individual protection only

 Control of epidemic

 Safely meet older people

1.19*

0.97
1.32 ***

 Experts without CoI
 80% HCWs EU

0.07
0.31***

Ref

0.18**

−0.62***

Ref

ConjointVac survey among 4346 healthcare and welfare sector workers in France, 18 December 2020 to 1 February 2021.
The ß-coefficient represents the change in vaccine eagerness on a scale from −10 to 10. 95-CI, 95% confidence interval
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p≤ 0.001.
CoI, conflict of interest; EU, European countries; HCWs, healthcare workers; MoH, Ministry of Health.

Ref

 MoH asks

Recommendation/incentive
(0.84 to 1.12)
(1.17 to 1.50)

(1.02 to 1.37)

0.49***

 Probably 3 years

(0.43 to 0.57)

Ref

 Annual vaccination

 Unknown duration

Protection duration

−0.89***

−0.77***

0.38***

 Strictly monitored across EU

(0.33 to 0.44)

0.40***

 Benefit>risk, even for young

1.35***

0.89***

−0.76***

Ref

0.48***

−2.89***

Ref

Ref
(0.34 to 0.46)

(3.49 to 4.82)

(2.34 to 3.50)

(0.39 to 0.56)

(1.50 to 1.94)

(0.04 to 0.06)

 Absence of severe and frequent side effects Ref

Vaccine safety

Ref

 Unknown

Vaccine indirect protection

Ref
0.05***

Vaccine efficacy
 90%

ß-coefficient

(−0.04 to 0.19)
(0.20 to 0.42)

(0.06 to 0.30)

(−0.74 to −0.50)

(−1.01 to −0.77)

(−0.89 to −0.64)

(1.22 to 1.48)

(0.73 to 1.04)

(−0.90 to −0.61)

(−0.38 to 0.59)

(−3.00 to −2.78)

95% CI

N=4346 (full sample)

95% CI

N=1691 (non-uniform respondents)
OR

Vaccine eagerness

Accept vaccination

0.10*
0.08

0.04

−0.08

Ref

−0.06

−0.06

Ref

0.28***

0.20***

−0.09

Ref

0.08*

−0.36***

Ref

ßcoefficient

(0.01 to 0.18)
(−0.001 to 0.16)

(−0.05 to 0.13)

(−0.17 to −0.01)

(−0.15 to 0.13)

(−0.15 to 0.03)

(0.19 to 0.38)

(0.09 to 0.32)

(−0.20 to 0.19)

(0.01 to 0.16)

(−0.45 to −0.28)

95% CI

N=747 (serial non-demanders)

Vaccine eagerness

Main effects for attributes of hypothetical COVID-19 vaccination acceptance (binary outcome) and ß-coefficient for vaccine eagerness

Attributes

Table 3
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Figure 2 (A and B) Average marginal effects (change in probability of vaccine acceptance) of attribute levels on hypothetical
acceptance of vaccination against COVID-19. ConjointVac survey among 4346 healthcare workers in France, 18 December
2020 to 1 February 2021. Attributes: PD, protection duration; RIS, recommendation/incentive; VE, vaccine efficacy; VIP,
vaccine indirect protection, VS, vaccine safety. Lecture note: Among all participating HCWs, vaccine efficacy ‘50%’ instead
of ‘90%’ decreased hypothetical vaccine acceptance by 21 percent points, whereas it decreased by 38% among non-uniform
respondents only. (A) Full sample (N=4346). (B) Non-uniform respondents only (N=1691). CoI, conflict of interest; EU, European
countries; HCWs, healthcare workers.

to 34-
year-
old group (OR 4.77). A similar trend was
observed for the level ‘meet older people’.
We observed a significantly weaker aversion against the
mention of a positive benefit–risk balance among biomedical professions (OR 0.60), compared with nurses (0.35)
and other professional categories. Additionally, among
nurse assistants, a recommendation by an expert group
without conflict of interest had a significant negative
impact (OR 0.67, 95% CI 0.42 to 0.95). Attribute impacts
were relatively stable across the three study phases. Some
significant but not substantial changes from phase 1 to 3
were observed (online supplemental table 3).
In assessing the interaction between attributes (online
supplemental table 4), the positive impact of protection
duration ‘probably 3 years’ increased and became significant in scenarios with indirect protection ‘control of
epidemic’ (OR 1.98, 1.18 to 3.43).
Vaccine eagerness
Among the full sample of participants, including serial
demanders and non-
demanders, the average level of
vaccine eagerness (on a −10 to 10 scale) in the 24 scenarios
ranged from −0.78 to 5.86 (online supplemental table 1
and online supplemental figure 1). Analyses based on
vaccine eagerness in the full sample showed a similar
pattern of preference weights as the analysis on vaccine
acceptance among non-uniform responders, with strongest negative impact from vaccine efficacy ‘50%’ (ß=−2.89,
95% CI −3.01 to −2.78) and the strongest positive impact
from indirect protection ‘meet older people’ (ß=1.35,
1.22 to 1.48). Among serial non-demanders, all attribute
levels showed a similar direction of effect as in the full
sample, but effects were substantially weaker and mostly
insignificant (table 3). We observed a significant negative impact from vaccine efficacy ‘50%’ (ß=−0.36, −0.45
to –0.28) and significant positive impacts from indirect
Díaz Luévano C, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e055148. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-055148

protection ‘meet older people’ (ß=0.28, 0.19 to 0.38) and
‘control of epidemic’ (ß=0.20, 0.09 to 0.32). Moreover,
recommendation/incentive ‘experts without CoI’ had a
significant positive impact (ß=0.10, 0.01 to 0.18).
Predicted acceptance
Among participants with non-
uniform decisions, the
predicted acceptance of specific scenarios was 93.8%
for optimised communication on mRNA vaccines; 5.4%
for vector-based vaccines recommended to ≥55-year-old
persons and 65.2% for future COVID-19 vaccines with
recent licensure (online supplemental table 5). For future
COVID-19 vaccines with recent licensure, the predicted
acceptance varied substantially between professional
categories: 58.3% among nurses, 53.6% among nurse
assistants, 77.7% among other paramedical professions,
77.1% among biomedical professions and 58.7% among
administrative and technical careers.
DISCUSSION
We used an original single-
profile DCE to estimate
HWSWs preferences and trade-offs between characteristics of COVID-19 vaccination in France. We found that
among HWSWs variably accepting or refusing vaccination, a reduced vaccine efficacy had the strongest negative effect on choices, followed by mentioning a positive
benefit–risk ratio when communicating about vaccine
safety, whereas communication about indirect protection
effects (safely meet older people and epidemic control)
had the strongest positive effect.
In France, vaccine promotion and delivery largely
relies on physicians, while the COVID-19 campaign was
rolled out through to a large extent through vaccination centres, without consultations with treating physicians. Nurses and nurse assistants, and other workers in
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ConjointVac survey among 4346 healthcare and welfare sector workers in France, 18 December 2020 to 1 February 2021.
Asterisks represent the significance level of interaction terms of the given subgroup with the attribute level: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p≤0.001.
95% confidence intervals (95% CIs) of the main effects in the given subgroup are shown, if they do not overlap 1 (p<0.05).
Lecture note:≥50-year-old participants have significantly (p≤0.001) lower preference weights (OR) to contributing to epidemic control compared with those in the reference group (18-year-old to 34-year-
old participants). The effect of ‘control of epidemic’ is significant (p<0.05) only among the group of 18-year-old to 34-year-old participants.
CoI, conflict of interest; EU, European countries; HCWs, healthcare workers; MoH, Ministry of Health.
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the healthcare and welfare system, play a role as trusted
sources of health information, which emphasises the
need to improve vaccine attitudes in these professional
groups. The finding of a strong preference against
COVID-19 vaccines with limited efficacy is consistent with
previous findings from DCEs among the general adult
population.10 13 14 22 This point is important in the current
context of ongoing genetic diversification of SARS-CoV-2,
which may lead to reduced vaccine effectiveness,23 and
consequently lower acceptance of COVID-19 vaccination.
This preference also may contribute to explaining slow
uptake of Astra Zeneca vaccine when it was recommended
to HCWs below 50 years of age at the start of the French
vaccination campaign in early 2021. Similarly, limited
and variable effectiveness due to annual strain variations
is among known barriers to influenza vaccine acceptance,
and the recommendation of the most effective vaccines is
of highest importance.
At the start of our study, evidence on vaccine effectiveness against asymptomatic infection had not been available, while a substantial (although not perfect) protective
effect against infection and transmission is now established
for mRNA vaccines among HCW.24 25 HCWs are at risk to
transmit SARS-CoV-2 to their patients and private environment. Our current results suggest that indirect protection is an important motivator for COVID-19 vaccination
among HWSW. In a similar study on seasonal influenza
vaccine among French HCW,18 we had found that contributing to disease control, protecting family members and
protecting patients all substantially increased hypothetical willingness to accept influenza vaccination. Our
results suggest that underpinning effectiveness against
any infection and resulting protection of the social environment need to accompany reports on high clinical
efficacy. Moreover, our results show that mentioning
uncertainty about the vaccine effectiveness against infection and transmission was preferable to stating that there
is none, which is of importance for upcoming COVID-19
vaccines. Using the approach of vaccine eagerness
(derived from certainty in decision), we had the particular opportunity to observe that HWSWs who consistently
refused hypothetical vaccination did have positive preferences towards indirect protection effects, in form of safe
contacts with others and potential for epidemic control,
similar to HWSWs with hesitating choices. Interestingly,
these two attribute levels on collective benefits do create
personal utility and represent altruism under its form of
sympathy, rather than commitment.26 This interpretation
may explain the seeming incoherence of our results with
a randomised controlled trial on communication towards
adults of the general population with strong hesitancy
against COVID-19 vaccination. This trial found significant
positive effects on a vaccine hesitancy score from mention
of personal benefits, but not from collective benefits.27
We proposed three formulations of positive communication on vaccine safety, referring to the fact that the
vaccines’ safety profiles were under evaluation and only
short-term observations were available (3 months at the
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Open access
time of the study). A clear risk negation was the preferable communication, even though the wording did not
imply the absence of rare severe side effects. Similar to
findings among French adolescents,21 the reference to
a positive benefit–risk balance was demotivating, while
this effect was weaker among biomedical professionals.
The wording ‘benefit-risk’ itself implies the confirmation
of a risk, and people may prefer negative consequences
from omitting vaccination to negative consequences due
to chosing vaccination.28 This is also known as prospect
theory or loss aversion, which posits that losses (eg, health
loss due to vaccine side effects) have more impact on
individual decision-making than comparable gains.29 On
the other hand, information on the benefit-risk ratio is
held imperative for the public to make an informed decision.30 Similarly, the finding of the parallel knowledge
and attitude evaluation in our survey, where a confident
attitude towards the vaccine’s benefit–risk ratio was the
single strongest predictor of COVID-
19 vaccine intention (personal communication coauthor JM). Further
research is needed to explore how this benefit–risk
notion can be translated into a more acceptable concept
for communication, for example, utilising decision aids
to reduce decisional conflict.31
Duration of vaccine protection was not a key attribute,
possibly as HCWs are used to annual influenza vaccination. However, uncertainty around it was demotivating
and long-term protection became important in scenarios
with the potential of epidemic control through vaccination. This may reflect strategic collective thinking
by participants. Sources of recommendation did not
substantially affect vaccine acceptance either, except for a
demotivating effect from experts even if they are without
conflict of interest, specifically among nurse assistants
and a motivating effect from the sample attribute level
among serial non-demanders. Finally, the positive impact
of mentioning a high coverage among HCWs in other EU
countries illustrates the importance of social conformism,
which has been described in other vaccine DCE for influenza vaccination among HCWs18 and COVID-19 among
HCWs13 and in the general population10 and appeared
strongly in the parallel knowledge and attitudes evaluation (personal communication coauthor JM).
We identified little heterogeneity of preferences
across subgroups, which suggests that the recommendations emerging from our results can be applied to
HWSWs in general, without risk of negative impact
in a specific subgroup. Our study’s main information
carries on persons who may accept or refuse vaccination according to its characteristics. We could predict
future uptake of COVID-19 vaccination in this group:
almost complete with mRNA vaccines, low with vector-
based vaccines recommended to ≥55-year-old persons
and moderate for future vaccines with recent licensure
and uncertainty about key characteristics. The great
differences between professional categories underline
the importance of targeted communication. Beyond
this, recommending COVID-19 vaccines with limited
12

effectiveness against severe disease and infection—
although positive benefit–risk balance—will not meet
HWSWs’ preferences and yield low uptake.
Study limitations
Our study had several limitations. First, the snowball
method of participant recruitment may encompass selection bias. The coverage with seasonal influenza vaccine in
our sample (51.9%) suggests that our participants were
more favourable to vaccination compared with the HCW
population in France (influenza coverage estimated at
35%).1 This is also illustrated by the high percentage of
participants who uniformly chose to accept vaccination.
We, therefore, cannot provide valid prevalence estimates
for HWSW in France, only investigate attribute impacts
on preferences and associations. However, the exploration of subgroups and results from vaccine eagerness
among serial non-demanders suggest that the observed
preference estimates may apply to the entire HWSW
population. Furthermore, preference studies are known
to overestimate willingness,32 and the stated preferences
observed among participants in imaginary scenarios do
not necessarily represent real-
life choices. Finally, our
DCE study was designed to evaluate the situation at the
start of the COVID-19 vaccine campaign. Preferences may
evolve over time as new data and vaccines emerge and
other attributes may become more important to evaluate.
However, preferences appeared relatively stable during
the study period. Although our results are specific to
French HWSWs and COVID-19 vaccination, they likely can
optimise communication towards HCWs and the wider
group of HWSWs in other countries, as the themes of
vaccine hesitancy that are essential in optimised communication (in particular, complacency, lack of confidence,
collective responsibility) have been described as factors
of vaccine acceptance at international level and for other
vaccinations.7 8

CONCLUSION
Despite these limitations, our study points towards
several elements of improved COVID-
19 vaccination promotion for HWSWs, in particular, those who
are hesitating to get vaccinated: selecting vaccines
with high efficacy and insisting on high effectiveness
against severe disease; selecting vaccines for HWSWs
that substantially reduce infection or transmission
and insisting on consequences for social everyday
life; avoiding the notion of ‘risk-benefit balance’ but
provide information on both benefits and risks. HCW
and more so HWSW in France are a heterogeneous
group with different levels of higher education, vaccine
hesitancy and risk exposure. Their preferences around
vaccination may apply to some degree to the general
population, in particular, items that reach beyond
specific professional aspects and knowledge.
These results will be useful to inform vaccine promotion strategies and may help to develop adapted vaccine
Díaz Luévano C, et al. BMJ Open 2021;11:e055148. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2021-055148
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recommendations for HWSW as the vaccine response
against the COVID-19 epidemic will most likely turn into
a long-term vaccination strategy.
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